(Date of Your Reading)
Hi (your name),
One note: Anything I share is my perception only, based upon my life experience and training in
different healing and energetic modalities.
My suggestion is that you get comfortable, center, then read through one time just to read it. Then
center again and let your heart and soul feel into the energy. I like to then put it aside and let it all settle
and then come back a third time to think about and feel into it for understanding.
I believe and practice that I can only tell you that which you already know somewhere within – so
something I share might sound new, but when you check in with your heart it's an affirmation of what
you know. Also, if you feel resistance, that's okay – just breathe through it, center and know that
'everything is okay'. What is shared here are simply suggestions that you can choose to work with or
not.
You can see I set my table with a candle (it's red for abundance and also one might say for love), a rose
quartz crystal, a selenite wand (which is a stone that amplifies angel energy so that the angel card came
up is so resonant!!) and ametrine (a crystal that amplifies intention). I smudged the cards and my space,
I have the windows open to sunshine and fresh air and I am centered. From there I pulled your cards.
Your question: “What would the soul call cards like me to know in regards to romance?”

The way I pull the cards is the left corner (looking at the photo), right corner, the next one under the left
corner, the next one under the right corner, the bottom left, the bottom right, then the middle card (your
'heart' card that all of the others constellate around), the middle top, the middle bottom.
You can look at the words and feel into the energy for an overall message for you – they might have a
literal meaning to you that isn't apparent to me because I feel into the energy of the cards.
One thing you can do with your heart card is to look at it as it relates to each card around it – so trust:
1. your body's messages,
2. your practices of presence and all that you do that connects you to source,
3. your angelic guides – that you are energetically supported and that they manipulate external for
you in wonderful ways beyond what you can imagine and your heart whispers are being worked
on
4. the energy of your inner child (playfulness, joy, intuitive knowing at a cellular level),
5. that unknown spaces are full of blessings (and trust your inner knowing in them, practices and
sacred connection while in them),
6. that when you follow the 'threads' of inner knowing and of energy that resonates with you, you
will feel peace, flow, abundance and be led to the 'right for you' spaces and connections
7. even when your trust feels fragile, it is there for you to center into
8. your path will unfold as it is meant to, and you may experience all of the goodness that you are
open to while you step upon it.
So, the overall invitation is to.....trust, that which your heart knows and the power of your heart energy.
One note: When I read the cards, I feel into the energy of your question and whatever your soul gives
me and I don't bring into the reading anything I know about you because that could skew the message
and I might miss something.
When I feel into the energy and flow of the cards, here are what I feel the cards could mean as they
relate to your question and energy:
Vessel = heart, container, ship (like relationship). The placement of this card means 'your heart is
questioning'.
Angel = spirit, source, guide, universal energy, prayers answered, energetic support, your divine
essence energy. The placement of this card means literally 'when you heart questions, call upon the
angels and/or trust the angelic presence in your life and/or a reminder that you have that angelic energy
within'.
Child = playfulness, innate trust at a cellular level, inner knowing, joy, creativity, beginning stages of
learning, follow your passion, are certain of who they like and are very clear with boundaries and don't
vest presence with who or what they really don't like, curious, always exploring and learning is fun.
The placement of this card means it's your 'best quality'.
Mystery/Unknown = Uncertainty. (this is so cool....) The placement of this card means it's the thing
that irritates you most. It's an invitation to remember that when uncertainty is causing pain, to go back
to your 'child energy' to feel peace and to trust again. It also tells you that you feel your love path is
uncertain.

Thread = energy you center into and follow and also patterning/your storyline. The placement says
'trust your heart energy', let the energy of love guide you along your path, through the unknown.
Path = direction. The placement is the 'answer' to your question. Which is you are energetically
supported by angels on your love path.
Here are some insights I get from the placement and energy of your cards:
1. Angels guide and support the manipulation of variables as you focus on play, exploring new
things and spaces and follow the threads of love through uncertainty. It feels like an invitation
to call upon, then absolutely trust, your angels. And, it could be an invitation to ask angels to
appear to you in human form and to ask them to place physical manifestations of angelic energy
in ways that resonate with you. It feels very powerful to me – like you have this sacred
connection that many don't.
2. It also says something along the lines of heart path – play as you step along your heart path,
trusting that you are energetically supported so you can more fully enjoy your self, connecting
in all of the ways that you do in a day. There is a huge invitation to enjoy the moment, enjoy all
that you are doing and enjoy your heart energy and to play with that heart energy (maybe not be
too serious about it – I don't know if you are, but that's what I get).
3. Your challenge is that not knowing irritates you/distracts your attention from joy, like you might
at times withhold or not vest presence to joy or creative expression until your path is certain.
The challenge is that uncertainty is part of love – we never know where love will lead us or
what forms love will be placed so the invitation is to enjoy the energy of love, notice when you
are irritated by uncertainty and center back into trust.
4. It says your trust is fragile, you might think or feel that if you trust your heart may be broken.
That would be an invitation to apply grace or forgiveness to any relationship in the past where
you chose to love but your heart 'broke' and to remind yourself that you are still 'here' capable of
loving with your heart wide-open so even though you were hurt in the past, that 'break' wasn't
permanent, meaning you might have felt fragile but here you are very strong. And also, that
heart break led to a stronger connection with the angels and to your heart opening to newness.
5. There is an invitation to play with your practices of presence, things and ways that connect you
to source energy – again, to not be too serious, to allow joy into your practices and into that
connection. Since source energy runs through everything, there is an invitation to allow all that
your heart connects with to be and feel sacred, as in it pleases you and you cherish the feeling of
the connection/experience (including your self in that).
6. The way sacred is a placed is a reminder that your body and your heart, your home and your
connection with source, your joy and your love is all sacred.
7. Let's look at child real quick again. To be clear, when children prefer someone, they like to be
present with them as much as possible and they thoroughly enjoy the connection each time.
Like, they don't play 'halfway' they play fully and laugh and create, then they do it again the
next day. When children don't like someone they don't connect with them. They don't try to
understand it or make a person fit, they just don't play with them. As far as people, things and
experiences, they feel into what they like and don't and they spend their time with all that lights
their heart. There is a message in that for you. It might also be that the fragility of trust might
have placed barriers over your preferences, so maybe it's an invitation to take some time to feel
into what lights your heart – with food, clothing, spaces, activities, work, friends...etc.
The overall invitation is to trust....life to unfold beautifully as you follow the thread of love along your
path.

I suggest that you take some time to let this all settle. I like to 'sleep on it'. Then, read it again.
If you have any questions, please do ask. If you have any insights you'd like to share, please let me
know.
It was a lot of fun to do this reading for you!
Much peace,
Joy

